“Alexa, Stop Spying on Me!”: Speech Privacy Protection Against Voice Assistants
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ABSTRACT
Voice assistants (VAs) are becoming highly popular recently as a general means of interacting with the Internet of Things. However, the use of always-on microphones on VAs imposes a looming threat on users’ privacy. In this paper, we propose MicShield, the first system that serves as a companion device to enforce privacy preservation on VAs. MicShield introduces a novel selective jamming mechanism, which obfuscates the user’s private speech while passing legitimate voice commands to the VAs. It achieves this by using a phoneme level jamming control pipeline. Our implementation and experiments demonstrate that MicShield can effectively protect a user’s private speech, without affecting the VA’s responsiveness.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Voice assistants (VAs), e.g., Amazon Echo [1] and Google Home [2], can enable hands-free interactions between human and smart computing devices. They have become a mainstream user interface in the smart home ecosystem, and are widely adopted by emerging mobile devices, e.g., wearable earbuds and virtual reality headsets. Market analysis reveals an installation base of more than 76 million [3], and 21% of US adults have a VA device in their homes [4].

Despite the surging popularity and the alluring ability to automate human life, VAs are sparking an outcry of privacy concerns. Officially, vendors advocate that these devices are programmed to record and send information to the cloud for processing only when they are activated by a wake word/phrase, e.g., “Alexa!” or “OK Google!” [5, 6]. However, there exists no easy way for users to trust and enforce such behavior. In fact, there are numerous cases when certain VA devices record private speech without user’s knowledge or consent. For instance, due to firmware bugs, an early version of Google Home Mini [7] kept recording users for 24/7 even without the wake word, and uploaded all the records to cloud servers [8]. Amazon reportedly hires human workers to transcribe recordings from their Echo devices, in the name of improving device performance and consumer experience. However, it has been found that majority of the transcribed clips were uneventful or not preceded by wake words. Users have no control on their unintended audio records once being sent to remote cloud [9]. Besides, it has long been a concern that certain government agencies may take advantage of the VAs as a means of pervasive surveillance [10].

In this paper, we seek to answer the question: can we force the VAs to record the legitimate commands only, rather than private speech? A straightforward way to protect speech privacy is to disable the VA through a physical mute button [11], and unmute only when the user needs to issue a command. However, this compromises the very first advantage of VAs, i.e., convenient hands-free interactions. Besides, once the VA is compromised, the mute button is not trustable any more. Alternatively, one can adopt anti-eavesdropping approaches, which generate an interfering signal to jam the VA’s microphone [12, 13]. But this makes the VA deaf and responsive to any activation commands.
We propose MicShield, a companion device which, for the first time, prevents VAs from recording private speech without affecting the VAs’ normal functionalities. Figure 1 illustrates the basic threat model and defending mechanism of MicShield. Assuming the VA is untrustable, MicShield continuously emits a jamming signal to deafen the VA. Meanwhile, it keeps listening and stops jamming immediately when it senses the onset of a wake word. MicShield works offline, keeping all processing local and shredding voice data immediately afterwards. So it is not subject to the privacy risks from the always-listening, cloud-operated VAs.

To protect speech privacy without disturbing the VAs’ daily usage, we must address two challenges. First, a straightforward way of\ncontinuous jamming will suppress not only private speech, but the wake word. This will cause VAs to become unresponsive to the\nsubsequent voice commands. To overcome the dilemma, we leverage\nthe fact that the wake word follows a fixed phoneme pattern, and\neven with the first few milliseconds jammed, the wake word can still\nbe identified by Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) algorithms.\nMicShield thus dynamically switches on/off jamming based on the\nlikelihood of a wake word onset (e.g., the initial few milliseconds of “Alexa!”). Once the likelihood exceeds a predefined threshold, MicShield suspends jamming to ensure the VA can hear majority of the wake word and the following voice commands. To avoid disturbing users, MicShield generates inaudible jamming signals, which however can be captured by regular microphones due to a well known non-linear aliasing effect [14].

The second challenge is to defeat the potential countermeasures based on microphone arrays, which exist in majority of the Off-The-Shelf (OTS) VAs. Whereas the microphone arrays have been used for sound localization [15], they can enhance the user’s voice through acoustic beamforming, thus mitigating the effectiveness of MicShield’s jamming. MicShield thwarts such potential countermeasures through a gain suppression method, which saturates the microphones and fully obfuscates the private speech. Our design employs acoustic waveguides to redirect the jamming signal towards each microphone. Meanwhile, these waveguides avoid the self-interference setbacks and ensure MicShield itself can still identify the wake words amid the jamming signal.

We built a prototype of MicShield with OTS components and a 3D printed shield. In accordance with the privacy protection assumption, we optimize both the computation and energy consumption to make the whole MicShield system work offline. Our experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of MicShield in protecting private speech and countering potential threats. With MicShield, both ASR algorithms and human perception can only recognize less than 0.1% of the words in private speech. Besides, MicShield does not break the functionalities of VAs. It achieves nearly the same wake word response rate and speech Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR). Furthermore, we show the MicShield’s generalization across various wake words and VA devices provided by different vendors.

The main contributions of MicShield are as follows.
- We propose a method to jam an entire microphone array using a single speaker, while avoiding self-interference.
- We prototype purely offline MicShield through low-cost OTS components, and validate its effectiveness in speech privacy protection without affecting the VAs’ functionalities.

2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 Hidden Command Attacks and Defenses

Inaudible Voice Attacks and Defenses: Inaudible voice attacks [12, 14, 16, 17] use ultrasound or laser to generate imperceptible acoustic vibration signals that can be captured by microphones. BackDoor [14] shows that ultrasound can be recorded by traditional microphones in spite of the built-in low-pass filters. This is enabled by the hardware non-linearity of microphones, which creates aliased version of signals in the low frequency band. DolphinAttack [16] leverages a similar effect to attack the VAs through inaudible voice commands. [12] extended the attacking range from 5 ft to 25 ft, by using multiple ultrasonic speakers. A defending method was further proposed [12] to discriminate such attacks from speech signal, by identifying the spectrogram traces left by the non-linear effects. He et al. [18] further introduced a way to suppress the inaudible voice commands by using an ultrasonic transducer and interference cancellation methods. Inaudible voice command [17] can also be generated through the photoacoustic effect. By modulating the laser beam targeting a MEMS microphone, acoustic commands can be fabricated even at a distance of 110 m. To avoid disturbing users, MicShield uses inaudible voice as the jamming signal. Whereas previous work [12, 14, 16–18] investigated the attacks and defending approaches against inaudible voice commands, we focus on protecting speech privacy without handicapping the VAs.

Black-box Attacks and Defenses: Black-box attacks [19–22] generate adversarial audio samples that can be interpreted by VAs, but are unintelligible to human. For example, [19, 20, 22] generate white-noise-like malicious voice commands, which however can be interpreted as legitimate by VAs. These attacks can target different ASR algorithms including statistical learning models (e.g., CMUSphinx [23]) and deep learning approaches. CommanderSong [21] embeds the voice command into songs to attack VAs. As for defense, certain post processing methods, e.g., audio turbulence and audio squeezing, can single out the adversarial examples. On the other hand, Kumar and Zhang et al. [24, 25] investigated the interpretation errors made by ASR algorithms. The key observation is that different words may share similar phonemes which confuse ASR algorithms. An attacker leverages such systematic errors to unconsciously redirect users to malicious applications.

2.2 Audio Privacy Leakage and Protection

The always-on microphones on ubiquitous VA devices are imposing a looming threat to speech privacy. By penetrating the VA or the associated cloud, attackers can extract the semantic contents, and thus the personally identifiable information (PII), from the voice records.

Protection by Obfuscating the Audio Signal Waveform: One potential solution to audio privacy leakage is to obfuscate the unintended speech. For example, Tung et al. [26] proposed to protect private phone conversations against eavesdropping malware. They mix the private speech with mask signals which are known to a
trusted server but unknown to eavesdroppers. The server can eliminate the mask through self-interference cancellations. However, the masking sound needs to be shared in advance as a known audible secret key, which disturbs practical usability. Besides, a third trustable key generating server is needed, and it only uses symmetric key encryption. Therefore, the security guarantee breaks once the shared secrets and/or the key generator server are compromised. Chen et al. [13] designed a wearable jamming device using multiple ultrasonic transducers to protect speech privacy. This always-on jamming device makes all nearby VAs malfunction and deaf to legitimate voice commands. In contrast, MicShield adopts a simple full-duplex phoneme-level selective jamming mechanism which ensures the wake words and voice commands are audible to the VAs.

Network Level Protection: An alternative protection mechanism is to identify and prevent the privacy leakage through transport layer packet filtering. Prior works, such as PrivacyProxy [27], Protect-MyPrivacy [28] and Meddle [29], introduced VPN proxies that detect the leakage of audio data packets by intercepting the outbound network traffic. Yet these systems cannot discriminate legitimate voice commands from unintended private speech. VoiceMask [30], on the other hand, used an intermediary between VAs and cloud to anonymize speech data. But the unintended semantic content can still be exploited from the private speech. Additionally, these mechanisms all rely on interception and interpretation of TCP/HTTP data. Yet all modern mobile devices are shifting toward encrypted SSL/TLS connections to prevent man-in-the-middle attacks [31, 32]. Thus, designing a VPN proxy to intercept, and thus control encrypted audio privacy data over transport layer, is practically challenging.

3 THREAT ANALYSIS

Threat Model: MicShield targets the scenario where adversaries use VA’s always-on microphones to eavesdrop on private speech, i.e., the voice signals that are not preceded by a wake word. To establish the threat model, we assume the adversaries are powerful enough to: (i) access the unprocessed speech signals captured by the always-on wake words and devices is straightforward and will be discussed in Section 7.4. and only stops when it hears a pre-wake word defined by the user. MicShield should work entirely offline to make sure that the manufacturer of the speech source, so it can maximize the speech enhancement through array beamforming.

Security Guarantees and Evaluation Metrics: Unlike traditional cryptography-based security systems that define an exact security guarantee using the estimated computational time for breaking the system, providing similar guarantee for MicShield is challenging. However, this is also a common issue for non-cryptography systems. Inspired by the idea of Wyner wiretap model for a secure wireless system [36], we define the evaluation metrics as follows:

- Mute Rate: defined as the ratio between the jamming duration and the entire speech duration, excluding silent periods. Our design of jamming control policy focuses on wake word mute rate and private speech mute rate. Theoretically, an ideal design would have an 100% private speech mute rate and 0% wake word mute rate, to guarantee the speech privacy without reducing the responsiveness of the VAs. Practically, a less-than-100% private speech mute rate, caused by leakage of less importance phonemes, hardly exposes any threats to private content at word-level. Similarity, a slightly higher than 0% wake word mute rate does not necessarily fail the VAs, since the wake word recognition is imperfect even when no jamming signal exists.
- Wake Word Misdetection Rate: defined as the probability that a wake word cannot be correctly recognized. Our design needs to ensure a near equivalent wake word misdetection rate for the VAs, with and without MicShield jamming.
- Jamming Effectiveness: We quantify the jamming effectiveness by PESQ (Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality), a metric for objective voice quality assessment commonly used by telecom operators [37], and Speech Recognition Rate, defined as the probability that the obfuscated speech can be correctly recognized by ASR or human perception. Theoretically, PESQ models the mean opinion score with a range between 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent) [37]. A typical acceptable range for VoIP applications lies between 3.8 and 5 [38], and PESQ less than 2 is known as the extremely low speech quality. To evaluate the speech recognition rate, we compare the ground truth and transcribed words by asking human participants to recognize the speech, and by using cloud based ASR services [33], including Amazon Transcribe[39] and Google Speech-To-Text (STT) [40].

4 AUTOMATIC JAMMING CONTROL

In this section, we introduce the automatic jamming control algorithm that passes the wake words to VAs while obfuscating private speech. For ease of explanation, we use Amazon Echo Dot as the VA with “Alexa!” as the wake word [41]. Generalizations to other wake words and devices is straightforward and will be discussed in Section 7.4.

4.1 A Primer of Selective Jamming

To realize selective jamming, an intuitive way is to use a third-party “pre-wake” word detector [42]. The detector keeps jamming, and only stops when it hears a pre-wake word defined by the user. Immediately afterwards, it regenerates the real wake word “Alexa” through an inaudible channel, and passes it to the VA. However, our experiments reveal that, even a short wake word like “Alexa” takes at least an additional 500 ms. Thus, the inaudible “Alexa” will inevitably overlap with the user’s voice query which follows the pre-wake word immediately – a conflict causing the VA to malfunction.
In contrast to word-level detection, we propose to use phoneme-level features to identify wake words from its early onset, which leads to negligible latency, thus avoiding the conflict. As an example, Figure 2(a) and 2(b) show the acoustic signal waveform of “Alexa” and the spectrogram after applying Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT), respectively. The “Alexa” follows the fixed phoneme sequence pattern, noted as /a’l’rk’sia/, where the first phoneme /a/ lasts from 43 ms to 136 ms. For the VA to be able to recognize the wake word, MicShield needs to switch off jamming after identifying the first phoneme. To verify the feasibility of such phoneme-level selective jamming, we conduct the following experiment with a dataset [43] containing 369 “Alexa” utterances from 87 users with different accents.

■ Can the VAs be activated when the initial part of the wake word is corrupted by jamming? We evaluate the wake word misdetection rate of Amazon Echo Dot when the first few milliseconds of the wake word is corrupted. To identify the beginning of “Alexa”, we use the CMUSphinx [23] phoneme forced alignment algorithm with resolution of 10 ms to compute the beginning time and duration of the first phoneme /a/. Figure 2(c) and 2(d) illustrate the signal waveforms when the first few milliseconds of speech is muted and jammed, respectively. The jamming signal is a 4 kHz bandwidth white noise. Finally, the processed audio is played using a smartphone speaker.

Figure 3(a) shows the wake word misdetection rate versus predefined initial duration for mute and jamming cases. Surprisingly, we found that even with the first 60 ms muted or jammed, the wake word can still activate the Echo Dot with 95% accuracy—the same as the case without mute/jamming (i.e., 0 jamming duration). Beyond 110 ms, misdetection rate under jamming is slightly lower than muting. This is likely because the amount of residual semantic information that can be exploited from the jammed signal is more than that of muted signals. Therefore, if MicShield stops jamming within the first 60 ms, Echo Dot is still able to recognize the wake word and the subsequent voice commands. This is also true for other common wake words and VAs, as will be discussed in Sec. 7.4.

4.2 Jamming Control Pipeline

Figure 4 elucidates MicShield’s jamming control pipeline built upon the above insights. First, we use framewise phoneme recognition to estimate the phoneme-level confidential scores that quantify the likelihoods of a wake word onset (Phase A). This enables us to control jamming with frame-level resolution. Second, we propose a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based lexicon model to track the phoneme sequence (Phase B). This allows us to compute the likelihood of the wake word’s occurrence. Finally, the ultrasonic transducer would start/stop jamming based on previous two outputs (Phase C).

■ Phase A: Framewise Phoneme Recognition. Upon receiving audio stream from the analogue front end, the voice signal is first sampled and segmented into individual frames at 16 kHz sampling frequency, 25 ms window, and 15 ms overlap. Second, we apply Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) analysis [44] with 12 coefficients and 26 filter-bank channels to each frame. Together with the first order differential coefficients, a.k.a. the Deltas and the log-energy, this results in a 26-dimension feature vectors for each frame. Finally, to identify each phoneme from the framewise feature vectors, we train a vanilla Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with one layer containing 275 hidden units and sigmoid activation function [44]. This trained model is then used to compute the likelihood for each possible phoneme, upon the input of each framewise feature vector. The English speech contains a limited set of 61 basic phonemes, as suggested in the TIMIT Acoustic-Phonetic Speech Corpus [45].

■ Phase B: HMM Lexicon Model. In Phase A, we use the RNN-based approach to recognize the possible phoneme from a sequence of framewise features. Following the lines of traditional
ASR methods [44], we leverage an HMM-based lexicon model to specify the transitions of phoneme states, where the state space is defined by the wake word’s phonemes. For “Alexa”, we define the state space as: {[/æ/, /l/, /ɛ/1, /k/, /s/]}. Shown in Figure 4, once not following the predefined wake word sequence, the phoneme state would transition to the speech/non-speech loop. With HMM forward algorithm [46], we can compute the likelihood of each phoneme state over time, as shown in Figure 2(e).

■ Phase C: Jamming Control Policy. Our jamming control policy is based on the phoneme level likelihood estimations, shown in Figure 2(e). Once likelihood of the initial phoneme /l/ exceeds the predefined threshold, MicShield will suspends jamming. However, it will immediately switch on jamming again if the subsequent phoneme states deviate from the wake word’s predefined phoneme sequence. Otherwise, if the speech follows the predefined phoneme sequence, the HMM model will start decoding and identify the wake word. Subsequently, MicShield would stop jamming and allow the voice commands to pass through.

4.3 Minimizing Wake Word Misdetection

To avoid disturbing the VAs’ basic functionalities, the jamming control pipeline must minimize the wake word misdetection rate.

Phoneme Level: Towards this end, the first challenge lies in the low accuracy of framewise phoneme-level recognition method compared to the word-level recognition [44]. With the aforementioned setup, the overall accuracy can only reach 64% for 61 different phonemes with input length of 15 frames. Fortunately, unlike generic ASR models, our phoneme recognition model can be trained to be sensitive to the specific phonemes associated with the wake words, e.g., /ɛ/1ɛrksia/. We thus harness this observation to enhance the detection accuracy for specific phonemes. Specifically, we fine-tune the model using a combination of the “Alexa” utterance dataset [43] and partial DARPA TIMIT Acoustic-Phonetic Speech Corpus containing phonemes in {[/æ/, /l/, /ɛ/, /k/, /s/]}. Figure 3(b) shows the phoneme recognition result of /ɛ/1ɛrksia/. With the fine tuned model, the accuracy increases from 64% to 78.7%.

Lexicon Level: Besides, we further minimize the wake word misdetection rate by decreasing the HMM likelihood threshold in Phase B. As a result, even if a phoneme does not achieve the highest phoneme likelihood in Phase A, the HMM-based lexicon model will still pass the frame. However, a low threshold leads to a low mute rate for private speech, which would in turn degrade the jamming effectiveness. Therefore, an optimal HMM likelihood threshold should consider the trade-off between wake word misdetection rate and jamming effectiveness. We will elaborate on this design trade-off in Section 4.4.

Another side effect of reducing the wake word misdetection rate is the increase of false alarm rate. However, this will not affect the VA’s basic functionalities, since the speech signals mistakenly identified by MicShield as wake word will be passed to and reproccessed by the VA. As long as the wake word is not identified, the VA will not be activated. In addition, although such speech signals are unprotected by MicShield, the false alarm rate is negligible (only once per 12 hours of speech as shown in Section 7.1), so the attacker can hardly exploit any sensitive semantic information.

4.4 Maximizing Private Speech Mute Rate

Our second goal is to ensure the unintended private speech is successfully obfuscated by the jamming signal, given high wake word detection accuracy as in Section 4.3. This requires us to maximize the private speech mute rate.

Recall that MicShield’s selective jamming mechanism may still incur some phoneme-level speech leakage. For example, when the user is saying “Agree” (/əgri/), MicShield first stops jamming when it hears /l/, and then resumes jamming immediately when it hears /ɛ/.
Thus, the phoneme /ə/ is leaked. However, because the remaining phonemes of “Agree” are still jammed, such occasional phoneme leakage will not incur word-level privacy issues practically. In some extreme cases, when certain words’ phoneme sequence resembles that of the wake word, these words cannot be properly protected. We have investigated the percentage of the words that have the same phoneme subsequences as “Alexa” in the CMU Pronouncing Dictionary [47]. Only 0.01% of 134000 words share the same first 4 phonemes, and most of these words are human names, e.g., “Aleksi”, “Oleksy”, etc. Therefore, MicShield can theoretically satisfy the audio privacy protection in a majority of practical settings.

In practice, the framewise phoneme recognition model is not perfect. To reduce the wake word misdetection rate, our fine-tuned model is sensitive to the phonemes appearing in wake words (Section 4.3), which in turn increases the phoneme false alarm rate, defined as the probability when a wake word phoneme is incorrectly identified. This will in turn degrade the private speech mute rate. For instance, MicShield may confuse the first phoneme of “Alexa” (/æl/ksia/) with that of “Apple” (/æp əl/), and determine not to jam the first phoneme of “Apple”. The phoneme false alarm rate in Phase A achieves an average 25.62% for those associated with the wake word (see Figure 3(b)). To address this issue, we use the HMM lexicon model to track the phoneme sequence pattern based on that of the expected wake word. With this approach, MicShield will immediately restart jamming once identifying unexpected phoneme sequence. Thus, even with a relatively high phoneme-level false alarm rate, the wake word recognition can still maintain a low false alarm rate. Combined with the method proposed in Section 4.3, we thus are able to ensure the expected functionalities, while protecting the unintended private conversations.

4.5 When to Resume Jamming?
MicShield needs to resume jamming once the VA is back to the inactive mode. There are mainly two policies for VAs to return to the inactive mode.

- It detects a sufficiently long silent period after it is triggered.
- It identifies the end of the voice command based on the semantic contents.

Practical VA devices employ voice activity detection (VAD) methods and semantic content interpretation to realize these policies. MicShield needs to realize the same policies to determine when to resume jamming.

MicShield uses VAD methods [48] as in existing VAs to realize the first policy. For example, we empirically found that the Amazon Echo and Google Home use a 7 s and 8 s VAD threshold, respectively. Other VA devices’ policy can be reverse engineered in the same way. However, the second policy is challenging for MicShield to implement, as the limited computational resources on the offline devices do not allow for analyzing language semantics. To circumvent this hindrance, MicShield resumes jamming immediately when it detects that the VA begins to respond to the voice command. With this measure, it protects subsequent periods when the user starts speaking again. To differentiate between the user’s voice and the VA’s response, we use the well known human/speaker sound detection methods in [49, 50]. Note that although the VAs are not trustworthy in our threat model, the adversarial VAs still have to respond to the user so that it can pretend to be normal. Furthermore, even the VA cheats the MicShield by intentionally not responding to the voice command, MicShield will still resume jamming after a few seconds of VAD detection.

Our scheme also supports the follow-up mode, where users can issue multiple requests interactively without repeating the wake word before each commands [51] by omitting the second policy, because the follow-up mode adopts the same waiting period as the first policy, i.e., the VA will need to be triggered by another wake word if no voice activity is detected across the waiting period. Interrupting commands, e.g., “Alexa, Stop!”, will also be identified by VA since such commands require the “Alexa” wake word even for the follow-up mode in our real-world test. Thus, MicShield will follow the same policy in Section 4.2 to recognize the early onset of the wake word and suspend jamming immediately.

5 PRACTICAL JAMMING DESIGN

5.1 Inaudible Jamming Sound
To avoid disturbing users, MicShield uses inaudible sound to jam the microphones. Similar mechanism has been employed recently [12, 14, 16] to send inaudible commands and hijack the VAs. Specifically, we use an ultrasonic transducer to transmit the ultrasound signals \( S_{ul} = \cos(2\pi f_H t)(\alpha + m(t)) \), where \( f_H = 40 \) kHz is the high frequency carrier, and \( m(t) \) is the low frequency jamming signal. Due to the microphone non-linearities, the recorded signals can be modeled as \( S_{out} = A_1 S_{in} + A_2 S_{in}^2 \). After passing the low-pass filter and DC removal, the signals received by the microphone become \( S_{mic} = A_2 m(t) + \frac{1}{\tau} m(t)^2 \). These signals will be picked up and thus jam the microphones.

5.2 Jamming a Single Microphone
A single microphone can be easily jammed with traditional frequency distortion jamming method, which reduces the speech SNR by transmitting white/color noise. We verify the effectiveness by using a 0 ~ 4 kHz white noise as jamming signal. To control the speech SNR, we gradually increase the noise amplitude, while summing the private speech and the noise with 16-bit quantization. We reuse the TIMIT speech dataset [45] for evaluation.

Figure 5(c) and Figure 5(d) show the private speech “Pizzerias are convenient for a quick lunch.” time series waveform and STFT results from one microphone. Clearly, the low frequency components (0 ~ 4 kHz) are successfully obfuscated by noise. We further use PESQ and speech recognition rate to quantify the jamming effectiveness. Figure 6(a) shows that, by using frequency distortion jamming, the speech recognition rate is 1%, 0.3% and 0.9% for human perception, Amazon Transcribe [39] and Google STT [40], respectively, at −15 dB speech SNR. Under this condition, the PESQ stays at 1.15 on average, and the maximum PESQ is less than 1.6, i.e., extremely bad speech quality (see Figure 6(b)).

The experiment implies that frequency distortion jamming can effectively protect the speech privacy for the single-microphone VA when the speech SNR is less than −15 dB. To cap the SNR below −15 dB under the highest speech SPL of 75 dBA (Section 3), the corresponding noise SPL should be above 90 dBA. To check the feasibility of this jamming noise volume, we measure the SPL generated by a single transducer at its maximum volume, with frequency range of 10 Hz ~ 20 kHz. The SPL is sampled for each 1 cm in 7 different angles from 0°, to 90°, at a step of 15°. Figure 8(a) plots
Figure 5: Analysis of private speech: “Pizzerias are convenient for a quick lunch.” Although frequency distortion jamming is effective to jam a single microphone ((c) and (d)), beamforming-based attack can mitigate the frequency distortion jamming and enhance the private speech for attackers ((e) and (f)).

Figure 6: Jamming effectiveness v.s. SNR. Frequency distortion jamming can effectively protect the speech privacy for the single-microphone VA when the speech SNR is less than −15 dB.

Figure 7: Jamming effectiveness for different jamming methods

5.3 Jamming a Microphone Array

5.3.1 Beamforming based Attack. We now investigate how an attacker can leverage a microphone array as a countermeasure to mitigate the effectiveness of the aforementioned frequency distortion jamming. Since commercial multi-microphone VAs do not allow access to raw recorded signals, we use the ReSpeaker 6-microphone array [53] for experimental purpose. The speech is transmitted by a smartphone 30 cm away from the microphone array, and the received sound has similar volume as a human user 0.5 m away from the VAs (SPL ranges from 50 to 75 dBA). The jamming noise pattern is the resulting spatial distribution of SPL, where the contours are smoothed by 3D interpolation [52]. We see that frequency distortion jamming achieves the required 90 dBA SPL, only when MicShield’s ultrasonic transducer is placed within 4 cm towards the microphone.

5.3.2 Gain Suppression Jamming. To effectively defeat the beamforming-based countermeasure, we explore an alternative gain suppression jamming method. The idea is to transmit high-volume sound to saturate the microphone, i.e., force the microphone to reach the Acoustic Overload Point (AOP). AOP occurs when overwhelming input sound pressure causes the microphone output to be severely distorted [56]. In practice, the gain suppression jamming needs to address 2 dilemmas.

• (D1) Dilemma between jamming noise volume and audibility: Ideally, a high-power jamming noise can more effectively trigger gain suppression. However, a high output volume will trigger a nonlinear effect at the speaker’s diaphragm and amplifier, making the

Figure 5(a) Raw speech waveform
Figure 5(b) Raw speech STFT results
Figure 5(c) Frequency distortion jamming
Figure 5(d) STFT results of frequency distortion jamming
Figure 5(e) Frequency distortion jamming with beamforming
Figure 5(f) STFT results of frequency distortion jamming with beamforming

The speech waveform and STFT results become much closer when each microphone pair on the VA. Then it can perform the classical delay-and-sum beamforming [54, 55] to enhance the sound coming from the source location.

Figure 5(e) and 5(f) show that, with the beamforming countermeasure, the speech waveform and STFT results become much closer to raw audio signals than the case without beamforming. The 6-microphone beamforming countermeasure can enhance the speech SNR by 12 dB. The private speech recognition rate increases significantly, i.e., to 75.0%, 44.2% and 32.2% for human perception, Amazon Transcribe and Google Speech-to-text, respectively. Some of the speech corpora even achieves a PESQ higher than 2.0 (see Figure 7(b)).

Figure 6: Jamming effectiveness v.s. SNR. Frequency distortion jamming can effectively protect the speech privacy for the single-microphone VA when the speech SNR is less than −15 dB.

Figure 7: Jamming effectiveness for different jamming methods
jamming sound audible and disturb users [57]. To verify this phenomenon, we add a class D audio amplifier PAM8403 [58] to the ultrasonic transducer, which helps adjust the volume of jamming noise. We then ask 5 volunteers to stay 0.5m away and check if the noise is audible. With 3 W input power, no volunteer hears the transducer. But when the input power reaches 4 W, 2 volunteers can hear the sound.

To avoid the audibility while ensuring gain suppression, we thus fix the input power of the transducer to 3 W and maximize the jamming volume using a single-frequency jamming signal close to the resonant frequency [59], where the transducer exhibits the maximum amplitude response.

Figure 9 shows the waveform of private speech (see Figure 5(a)) jammed by the single-frequency signal. Clearly, the microphone becomes saturated, and the speech signals are clipped and distorted into square-like waveform, losing the typical frequency-domain features as well. Our measurements show that the obfuscated signals have a low PESQ of 1.09 and a 0% speech recognition rate using Amazon Transcribe [39] and Google STT [40].

- (D2) Dilemma between jamming noise volume and coverage: Ideally, when gain suppression jamming is applied to each microphone on a microphone array, the speech signals will all become clipped into square-wave like waveform (see Figure 9) and completely unintelligible. Beamforming cannot recover the signals, as distortion occurs in the analog front-end. However, the acoustic transducer has a directional gain pattern with a narrow beam angle, whereas the multiple microphones on a VA are usually laid out to form a circular array. One could place the transducer away from the microphone array so as to expand the sound beam’s angular coverage. However, under the 3 W power constraint, it is challenging to ensure a single transducer can generate sufficiently high SPL at all the microphones.

To elucidate this dilemma, we measure the SPL of a single transducer with the 3 W amplifier under the same setup of our previous SPL experiment. Figure 8(b) plots the resulting spatial distribution of SPL. Although the microphone hardware specifies 120 dBA SPL, we find that when the SPL exceeds 100 – 110 dBA, it already causes complete gain suppression. Correspondingly, when the VA’s microphone is placed within the yellow region in Figure 8(b), gain suppression occurs effectively.

As shown in Figure 8(b), with the amplifier (fixed to 3W to avoid audibility), the gain suppression works when the jamming transducer stays within 14 cm towards the microphone. However, for multimicrophone VAs, it is obvious that a single jamming source cannot cover the microphone array. Suppose the transducer is fixed h cm above the microphone array (circular array with radius r), as shown in Figure 10(a). Even with the amplifier, the largest radius of the gain suppression region is only 4.5 cm when h = 5 cm (Figure 8(c)). In contrast, many of the mainstream smart speakers (e.g., Google Home and Apple HomePod) have a radius larger than 4.5 cm, which cannot be covered by the jammer. We present our solution in the next section.

5.3.3 Acoustic Waveguide Design. To address dilemma D2, we design a physical shield which can extend the coverage of a single ultrasonic transducer to jam large microphone arrays. Our basic idea is to leverage an acoustic wave guide to redirect the jamming signal to fully saturate the multiple microphones.

Acoustic Waveguide Design: Our acoustic waveguide splits the transducer’s output signals using multiple silicone tubes and redirects them towards the microphones. We choose the 10 mm diameter tube
The degradation is only 0\% for our mock-up shield in 7 different angles from the signals using the ReSpeaker 6-Mic Array [53] with or without degradation. We play the speech sound using a smartphone and record the attenuation with the shield. We observe the degradation is only 1 dB even in the worst case when the source is on the top of the VA. This minor effect is unlikely to harm the VA's sensitivity in voice recognition.

Another practical concern for MicShield is the ultrasound safety issue. As suggested by World Health Organization (WHO), the human-exposure limits for 40 kHz airborne acoustic radiation should be less than 110 dB SPL when the duration of exposure does not exceed 4 hours per day [61]. As shown in Figure 8(d), MicShield guarantees that the transmitted SPL is always within the safety limits. Besides, our acoustic waveguide design further isolates the ultrasound and shrinks the high SPL region to prevent harm to users.

6 IMPLEMENTATION

6.1 Hardware

We implement MicShield using low-cost OTS components. Figure 11(a) shows the MicShield prototype for single-microphone case, comprising one ultrasonic transducer, one microphone and RPi. The RPi interfaces with a Pimoroni pHAT DAC 24-bit/192 kHz Sound Card [62] and then an ultrasonic transducer, in order to generate audible jamming sound. To minimize self-interference and maximize jamming, the MicShield ultrasonic transducer is facing away from its own microphone while towards the VA microphone. For multi-microphone case, Figure 11(c) shows the custom-built shield to guide the jamming sound to each microphone. To achieve a reasonable operating range in detecting wake words, MicShield uses ReSpeaker 2-Microphone Pi HAT supporting up to 3 m sensing distance [53]. The sampling rate is set to 16 kHz. The overall cost of single and multiple microphone schemes are around $25 and $35, respectively, exclude the RPi and 3D printed mechanical shield. We expect a great cost reduction and form factor enhancement by additional engineering efforts and integrating majority of components into System-on-Chip (SoC).

6.2 Software

Our software stack runs on the RPi, which implements the pipelines described in Section 4.2 and Figure 4. As shown in Figure 12, our implementation has three parallel threads, for recording, control, and jamming purposes. The recording thread captures and preprocesses the sound signals based on the policy in Phase A. To reduce energy consumption, this thread also determines whether it needs to emit jamming signals, with an energy-based voice activity detection scheme [48]. The control thread takes each MFCC frame features along with the previously preprocessed frames’ MFCC features as input, and then determines whether to pass the jamming command.
to the jamming thread, based on the results of automatic jamming control algorithm (see Figure 4). The lightweight RNN and HMM in the automatic jamming control are implemented using Theano[63]. Upon receiving the jamming control, the jamming thread will start jamming. For single-microphone case, we transmit jamming noise to ensure the SPL at the receiver microphone being around 95 dBA, which is measured 3 cm away from the ultrasonic transducer. For multi-microphone case, we ensure the SPL of jamming noise received being approximately equal to 110 dBA, which is measured 1 cm away from the sound tubes.

7 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

7.1 Micro Benchmarks

We first evaluate MicShield following the metrics in Section 3, and discuss the trade-off between the wake word misdetection and the jamming effectiveness. We use the TIMIT corpus [45] as the private speech dataset and the Alexa dataset [43] as the wake word dataset. We split the private speech data into training and testing set, containing 190 min and 70 min speech corpus for 630 and 168 users, respectively. Similarly, the Alexa dataset is split into 200 and 167 wake words for 50 users and 37 users, respectively. Since OTS VAs do not allow access to raw recorded signals, we use the ReSpeaker 6-Mic Array with RPi [53] to record both the private speech and the wake word sound in this experiment.

- **Mute Rate:** Figure 13(a) shows the private speech mute rate and the wake word mute rate under different HMM likelihood thresholds. A higher threshold, e.g., 0.05, leads to high mute rate for both private speech and wake word. When the thresholds falls below 0.001, the wake word’s mute rate becomes almost 0%, whereas the private speech words’ mute rate remains high (72%).

- **Wake Word Misdetection Rate:** Since commercial VAs do not expose their wake word detection algorithms, we playback the recorded wake word sounds under MicShield jamming to Amazon Echo Dot[41], in order to measure the end-to-end misdetection rate. Figure 13(b) shows that, compare to the case without MicShield, the wake word misdetection rate with MicShield’s selective jamming does not degrade as long as the likelihood threshold is less than 0.01. When the likelihood threshold is 0.005, only 1/167 wake word from 37 users (16 females, 21 males), which can be recognized without MicShield, is misdetected with MicShield in the Alexa testing set.

- **Wake Word False Alarm:** When testing the private speech, there is only 1 false alarm of wake word, out of the 12 hours of normal speech. This means the jamming effectiveness is virtually unaffected by wake word false alarms. Meanwhile, as we discuss in Section 4.3, the wake word false alarm will not affect the VAs basic functionality either.

- **Jamming Effectiveness:** We evaluate the jamming effectiveness by using PESQ and speech recognition rate. We use ASR algorithms (i.e., Amazon Transcribe [39] and Google STT [40]) and human recognition to evaluate the jammed speech recognition rate. Figure 16(c) shows that the speech recognition rates for both ASR algorithms are less than 1% when the threshold is 0.0005 (corresponding to mute rate 66% for private speech). We found that the recognized words are mainly short words with the first phoneme close to /l/, e.g., “I”, “a”, “as”, “all”, “also”, etc. In addition, human users cannot interpret the jammed speech either. The PESQ of all the jammed speech signals is less than 1.4, under different likelihood thresholds, as shown in Figure 13(d).

- **Impact of Environmental Noise:** To evaluate the robustness of MicShield, we mix the wake word sound plus private speech with two types of environmental noises, i.e., speech noise and music noise, which come from AudioSet [64], an ambient noise dataset widely adopted in speech recognition research. We play these two types of the environmental noises by an additional loudspeaker while using MicShield. The SNR levels between private speech and noise vary between 6 dB, 3 dB, and 0 dB. Figure 13(b) shows the misdetection rate of wake word. When the HMM likelihood threshold is less than 0.005, the wake word misdetection rate remains the same as the case without MicShield. Here we omit the results where the speech SNR is below 3 dB, since the VA itself is no longer usable in such cases — the wake word misdetection rate exceeds 50% even without MicShield. Meanwhile, we find that the wake word false alarm and jamming effectiveness is barely affected in noisy environments, and instead is more sensitive to the HMM likelihood threshold.

- **Real-world Usage Experiments:** We deployed the VA with MicShield (see Figure 11(b)) across four different rooms, i.e., bedroom, kitchen, living room, and bathroom, and asked the users to use the VA as usual for 5 days. 120/125 voice commands, including some interrupting voice commands, e.g., “Alexa, stop!”, are correctly responded by VA with MicShield. MicShield is not sensitive to the VA locations since we use the MFCC features, which is more related to the speech characteristics rather than environmental characteristics, as the framewise phoneme recognition input. The only 5 missed voice commands are due to the low-volume of the voice commands which can not trigger the jamming suspending policy.

To summarize, when the HMM likelihood threshold is 0.01, MicShield is able to maximize the jamming effectiveness, achieving 90.4% mute rate and 0.02% speech recognition rate for private
HMM-based wake word recognition. As shown in Figure 12, the latency for MicShield from receiving the first frame of the wake word to stop jamming is 25.02 ms (≤ 60 ms). This will not degrade the wake word misdetection rate (see Figure 3(a)). We evaluate this by measuring the processing latency of the MicShield software stack running on RPi 3B+. The processing time includes 3 parts: (i) MFCC & VAD; (ii) RNN-based phoneme recognition; (iii) HMM-based wake word recognition. As shown in Figure 12, upon receiving audio stream from the analog front-end, the recording thread first performs the MFCC and Voice Activity Detection (VAD), incurring ~ 6.20 ms latency. Second, the control thread performs the automatic jamming control (phoneme recognition and wake-up word recognition) to determine whether to pass the jamming control signals to the subsequent jamming thread. In this thread, the latency and control frequency are dominated by sequence length of RNN-based phoneme recognition significantly. Figure 14(b) shows the measured correlations between control thread latency and input frame length. We choose input length of 15 frames (each frame takes 25 ms-window length and adjacent frames have a 15 ms-overlaps), and the control thread has 17.93 + 0.89 = 18.82 ms latency each time. The overall latency is 25.02 ms for MicShield to response to a 25 ms frame speech, which is sufficient to pass the wake-up word to VAs based on our previous discussion in Section 3(a).

7.2 Latency Analysis
The latency for MicShield from receiving the first frame of the wake word to stop jamming is 25.02 ms (≤ 60 ms). This will not degrade the wake word misdetection rate (see Figure 3(a)). We evaluate this by measuring the processing latency of the MicShield software stack running on RPi 3B+. The processing time includes 3 parts: (i) MFCC & VAD; (ii) RNN-based phoneme recognition; (iii) HMM-based wake word recognition. As shown in Figure 12, upon receiving audio stream from the analog front-end, the recording thread first performs the MFCC and Voice Activity Detection (VAD), incurring ~ 6.20 ms latency. Second, the control thread performs the automatic jamming control (phoneme recognition and wake-up word recognition) to determine whether to pass the jamming control signals to the subsequent jamming thread. In this thread, the latency and control frequency are dominated by sequence length of RNN-based phoneme recognition significantly. Figure 14(b) shows the measured correlations between control thread latency and input frame length. We choose input length of 15 frames (each frame takes 25 ms-window length and adjacent frames have a 15 ms-overlaps), and the control thread has 17.93 + 0.89 = 18.82 ms latency each time. The overall latency is 25.02 ms for MicShield to response to a 25 ms frame speech, which is sufficient to pass the wake-up word to VAs based on our previous discussion in Section 3(a).

7.3 Energy Consumption
Our current MicShield prototype, as our proof-of-concept, incurs an estimated energy consumption of 2 Wh per day.

### Power Consumption of Major System Components
We use INA 219 [65] to measure the instantaneous power consumption of major system components, i.e., transducers, microphones and RPi. Table 1 summarizes the power consumption averaged over 10 min for the single- and multi-microphone setup. For single-microphone VA, MicShield consumes 97.6 mW and 403.35 mW in the idle and jamming mode, while for multi-microphone VA, the power consumption is 116.13 mW and 450.68 mW, respectively. We notice more than 65.04% of power is attributed to the RPi, which centers on an ARM based SoC and running a full fledged Debian OS. However, we expect the a product version of MicShield can be implemented based on dedicated low power chip, without the power hungry OS kernel modules and background daemon.

**Approximation of Energy Consumption in a Practical Settings:** In daily usage scenarios, it is known that a user speaks for about 2 hours on average per day [66]. Accordingly, we assume MicShield works in 14 hours of idle mode and 2 hours of jamming mode in a single day. Thus, MicShield would incur an energy consumption of ∼ 2 Wh per day. This means that, with a typical smartphone battery, MicShield can work for about 8 ~ 10 days [67]. The energy would be largely reduced if a low-power DSP or ASIC is used as the substitute of RPi [68]. For example, a recent developed AI chip by Syntiant shows high potentials to be applied in our case with the power consumption down to the order of hundreds µW [68]. Alternatively, we also noticed a majority of multi-microphone VAs draw power from the mains, which is also applicable to MicShield.

### Generalization
Our previous design and experiments use the Amazon Echo Dot by default. However, MicShield can be well generalized to alternative VAs. In this section, we show the generalizations of MicShield for Google Home [2] and Amazon Echo [1], 2 VAs that currently dominate the market [4].

- **Generalizations across Wake Words:** The same VA can use different pre-defined wake words. For example, Amazon Echo supports to change the wake of as one of the 4 words: “Alexa”, “Echo”, “Amazon”, and “Computer” [1]. To accommodate this, MicShield stores the trained RNN and HMM models in the persistent memory for all the wake words that a user needs. It only needs to change the RNN and HMM models to adapt to the wake word modifications. Our current design only supports pre-defined wake words. However, this will not limit the generalizations of our design, as all current VA devices only supports limited number of wake words. Besides, new wake words can be trained following the same pipeline. The main difference for different wake words is the phoneme sequence pattern. Table 2 lists the percentages of the words in CMU Pronouncing Dictionary [47] that have different number of same consecutive phoneme as wake words used by Amazon Echo and Google Home. First, relatively large number of words (0.12% of 134000 words) shares the same first 4 phonemes with the wake word “Computer” since “Comp” (/kʌmp/) is a word prefix. This means MicShield will have relatively high risk of leaking private words with the same word prefix as the wake word. Second, Google Home chooses to use the short utterances as the wake word, e.g., “Hey Google” and “OK Google”. This leads to that MicShield will leak the onset word of the short utterances, i.e., “Hey” and “OK”. MicShield can still protect the speech privacy in most of the practical settings, and we encourage users to use the words without the word prefix and onset word, e.g., “Alexa” and “Amazon”, to better protect the speech privacy.
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**Table 1: Power consumption (mW) in controlled settings.**
MicShield can be well generalized to multiple wake words at the same time. Some VAs support multiple wake words triggering, e.g., users can trigger Google Home by “OK Google” and “Hey Google”. To evaluate the performance of MicShield in this case, we use the Google Home as an example. Our dataset is composed of 2 wake words speech from existing cloud based Text-To-Speech (TTS) services and real-world participants. For TTS based approach, we use the wake word speech from 24 “virtual” participants, generated by Google TTS [69], Amazon Polly [70] and IBM Watson TTS [71]. Our dataset also includes speech examples from 5 real-world participants. Overall, we collect 79 samples from 29 people for “OK Google” and “Hey Google”. To train HMM and RNN model in automatic jamming control pipeline (see Figure 4), we shuffled and used 70% and 30% samples for training and testing purpose. The mute rate, misdiagnosis rate and jamming effectiveness is plotted in Figure 16. A comparison with Figure 10 shows a negligible performance degradation for the 2 wake words setting.

- Generalizations across VA Devices: The geometry and sensitivity of microphone array varies across different VAs. To show the generalizations across devices, our evaluation is based on Amazon Echo Dot (4 microphones) and Google Home Mini (2 microphones). Note that these 2 multi-microphone VAs do not allow access to the private speech, but will record the history of the voice command after each wake word. Thus, we disable the jamming control policy for voice command and force the MicShield to only pass the wake word and obfuscate the voice command, so as to obtain the jammed results of commercial VAs. We use a smartphone to transmit the sound signals with 70 dBA SPL to first wake up the VA, and then continue with the voice commands. The voice commands are selected from the top 20 most popular ones [72]. Both Amazon and Google provide the metadata (content of the recognized voice command) for each request. The experimental results show that, all the metadata of these 100 jammed voice commands is “Audio could not be understood” or “unknown voice command”. Amazon also provides the received audio signals of the voice commands. Whereby this, we showed the real participants and ASR algorithms cannot recognize the jammed audio signal neither. This means that MicShield can effectively protect the private speech for these different devices.

8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Sensitivity of Microphones: Our experiments indicate the achievable distance between MicShield and sound source highly depends on the sensitivity of microphone on the MicShield. Our current prototype supports up to 3 m range for wake word detection. For many single-microphone VAs, e.g., smartphones, the user-device distances are generally limited within 1 m. MicShield can well address such usage scenarios. However, commercial microphone array based VAs may be able to achieve longer than 3 m detection range. To ensure comparable detection range, MicShield needs to adopt similar hardware setup as such commercial VAs, e.g., using a microphone array along with self-interference cancellation, acoustic echo cancellation and beamforming algorithms. We expect a commercial buildout of MicShield can be easily equipped with such capabilities.

Attacks on MicShield: MicShield’s threat model assumes that the VAs are untrustable, but MicShield itself still needs to run the wake word detection mechanism, albeit always offline. An attacker may attempt to defeat MicShield by forcing the VA to secretly play the wake word sounds with low volume or inaudible voice [16], so as to cheat MicShield and stop its jamming. The attackers may also employ other speaker devices, e.g., TV, to play the wake words. However, such forged voices can be easily identified, e.g., by installing multiple microphones on MicShield to locate the sound source, or through liveness detection methods [73, 74]. These attacks and countermeasures targeting the wake word detection have been well explored, and are beyond the scope of our work.

9 CONCLUSION

The always-on microphones on voice assistants (VAs) have raised serious privacy concerns. In this paper, we propose MicShield, the first system to automatically protect speech privacy against always-on microphones. MicShield introduces a novel selectively jamming mechanism, which can obfuscate private speech while passing legitimate voice commands using phoneme-level features. We prototype implementation and experiments verify the feasibility and effectiveness of MicShield in protecting speech privacy without degrading the VAs’ basic functionalities. MicShield marks a critical step in addressing the potential privacy risks of VAs.
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